by the common purpose of upholding human rights, thereby fighting for freedom in a totalitarian state. The Charter 77 community learned to work together very effectively, in an atmosphere of absolute tolerance. The same applied to the mainstream Czech emigre cultural community in the West, which closely cooperated with the Charter 77 activists and disseminated their ideas.
In brief: it is very difficult to talk about 6migr6 literature as such in the Czech context because the Czech emigre publishing houses brought out not only works by Czech authors living in the West, but also a considerable amount of literature by dissident authors living within Czechoslovakia. Notwithstanding a controversy over Milan Kundera's emigre work,1 both the emigre and the dissident writers were broadly in agreement politically, philosophically and aesthetically. Both these literary strands now more or less merge under the heading of Czech "independent literature".
In a narrower sense, it would be possible to define Czech emigre literature as that kind of writing which attempted to compare and contrast life in Czechoslovakia with life in the West, to map out the process of psychological adjustment of people who left Czechoslovakia for the West and to broaden the horizons of .Czech literature by enriching it with international experience. However, Czech independent literature has not been studied in any great detail from this angle?
. After the fall of Communism in 1989, the economic and social foundations of Czech culture were seriously shaken. "All areas of national culture were beset with problems, some the result of long years of neglect, others brought about as an unexpected consequence of social and political change", Igor Hajek wrote in his article "Czech Culture in the Cauldron" (Europe-Asia Studies, vol. 46, no.1 [1994] , p. 133), analysing in detail the situation in the arts in Czechoslovakia in the early 1990s.
Soon after the 1989 revolution, a need seems to have been felt by many Czech dissidents to show that their activities were fully independent of help
